All of my products are my own designs made by me in New Hampshire. I use a
variety of carefully selected woods and semiprecious stone sourced all over the
world.
I employ a variety of traditional and standard techniques and tools as well as many
old world carving techniques and tools. There are no computer driven tools in my
shop. My shop is a hands on environment.
Product Details
Mini Clocks- My mini clocks feature a wide variety of themes. They are made of solid pine
and finished with hand rubbed Danish Oil which hardens in the fibers of the wood. All stand
under 6 inches tall and require very little space making them a great choice for a mantle,
desk or nightstand. The clock inserts are 1 3/8” in diameter and feature a gold tone metal
bezel with a crystal glass lens. They come with a battery. Replacement batteries are
available online and at many stores.
Standard Clocks- As with the mini clocks, my full sized desk clocks are available in a wide
variety of themes and designs. Woods used include Walnut, Pine, African Mahogany, Maple,
Cherry and, on occasion, more exotic and specialty hardwoods. Inlay stone is typically
Turquoise. My standard finish for these clocks consists of multiple coats of Hand Wiped
Polyurethane. This thinner variety of oil based polyurethane offers great protection without
the excessively plastic look and feel of conventional poly. Generally, these clocks use the
same 1 3/8” insert as the mini clocks.
Bottle Stoppers- My Bottle stoppers come in a variety of themes including Animals and
Music. From time to time, I design a stopper solely to feature a unique character in a piece
of wood that caught my eye. the most frequently used wood is Walnut. But, I use many
other domestic and exotic woods including Mahogany, Maple, Cherry, Purpleheart,
Yellowheart, Padaouk and Zebrawood. The designs are large enough to show nice detail
without making the bottle overly top-heavy. They are finished with multiple coats of Hand
Wiped Polyurethane. The actual stopper component is food grade Silicone.
Mini Plaques- These wall plaques are made of cabinet grade birch plywood and hand
painted with my signature multi tone background. The lettering is done with a Paint color
which stands out but complements the background. Includes the hemp suspension cord.
Tea light Candle Stands- My candle stands use many of the same woods and designs as
my full sized clocks. However, there are numerous designs which I created exclusively for
this line. Painted pieces also have a clear coat of acrylic to protect the paint from scratches
and chipping.
Jewelry- My jewelry is my widest themed and fastest growing product category. Woods
used include Mahogany, Walnut, Maple, Cherry, Purpleheart, Yellowheart, Padaouk,
Zebrawood, Bocote, Zircote, and other exotic woods that I come upon from time to time.
Most of the stone inlays are Turquoise. However, I also regularly use Blue Lapis, Amethyst
and Red Coral (Farm grown only. I never use natural coral as it’s harvesting adversely
affects the ecosystem.). The wooden pendants and earrings are finished with Spar
Urethane which was created for use on boats. It’s very durable and resists the effects of
moisture and the color fading affects of UV. My wooden rings are finished with 8 coats of
super durable cyanoacrylate. Polymer Clay Pendants and earrings that feature painted
accents are finished on those surfaces with clear acrylic.

